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Abstract 

We show common fixed point theorem for generalized non-expansive and uniformly   subweakly 

commuting mappings satisfying a more uniformly asymptotically regular condition in Hausdorff locally 

convex space.  

Keywords : Uniformly    subweakly commuting mapping , non-expansive ,uniformly asymptotically 

regular . 

1. Introduction and Preliminaries 

With introduction of a class R-weakly commuting mappings , Pant obtained common fixed point results. 

We introduce a new class of commuting mappings namely   subweakly commuting mappings and 

  subcommuting mappings. Simultaneously, Hussain and Berinde [6] proved common fixed point 

results for generalized non-expansive   subweakly commuting mappings on non-starshaped domain. 

More recently , Ismat Beg et al[2] extended Cho’s result to asymptotically   non-expansive mappings 

introducing a new class of non-commuting mappings as “uniformly   subweakly commuting 

mappings”.  In this paper we present definition of uniformly   subweakly commuting mappings on 

Hausdorff locally convex space that it is extension the definition of uniformly   subweakly commuting 

on normed space.  
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The purpose of this paper is to generalize Beg’s result for generalized asymptotically   non-expansive and 

uniformly   subweakly commuting mappings . Also we present a common fixed point lemma and apply 

it to find new common fixed point result. The existence of common fixed point is established for two 

mappings   and   that are uniformly   subweakly commuting on a Hausdorff  locally convex space. 

Let (X ,τ) be a  Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space and M be a τ-bounded subset of X. 

   Definition 1.1: Let (X ,τ) be a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space. A family 

           of semi-norms defined on X is said to be an associated family of semi-norms for  τ if the 

family           , where 

u=    
 
              

              .     

forms a base of neighborhoods of zero for  τ. the associated family of semi norms for τ be denoted as A(τ)  

Definition 1.2: A family             of semi-norms defined on X is called an augmented associated 

family for  τ if            is an associated family with the property that the semi-norms, 

         .                 

for any α     . the augmented associated family of semi norms for τ  be denoted by   (τ  . 

Definition 1.3: A subset M of X is  τ -bounded iff each    is bounded on M. 

Remark  1.4:   If   is a τ -bounded subset of X, then a number     >0 for each     is 

selected such that   ⊂     where                . Clearly B=        ,τ _closed and τ _bounded, 

absolutely convex and contains  .  

Definition 1.5: let   and   be self-maps on  . The map   is called  

       τ -nonexpansive if for all        

                                                                                     

For each       τ . 

(2)    τ - -nonexpansive if for all       

                      . 

For each       τ . 

For simplicity, we shall call    τ -nonexpansive (   τ - -nonexpansive ) maps to non-expansive 

   nonexpansive). 

Definition 1.6: A self mapping   of   is said to be uniformly asymptotically regular on   if for each   > 

0, there exists          such that     
            , for all      , and     . 

Definition  1.7. A self mapping   of a nonempty subset   of a locally convex space   is said to be; 

(1)        , if {  } is a bounded sequence in  , then        has a convergent subsequence{T   } in 

M. 

 (2)            at 0, if for every net {  } in   converging weakly to x and        converging strongly 

to 0, T x =0. 

Definition 1.8: Two self mappings   and   defined on   is said to be              if  
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For all     and          and real number     .if R=1 the self mappings   and   are said to be 

commuting.  

Definition  1.9: Let M be nonempty ,   and   –invariant and   starshaped with        . Two self 

mappings   and   defined on   are said to be                if for all     and           

,there exists     such that               
 

 
                     for all        . 

Moreover if     The self mappings   and   are said to be             .  

Definition 1.10: Let M be T and I-invariant and              with q      . Two self mappings   

and   are said to be                       if for all     and          There exists Real 

number     such that                              . Such that  

   
                                    

for all       , where,                   . 

 

Remark 1.11: It is clear from the definition that           mappings are                and 

                      mappings are                    mappings. 

Example 1.12: Let      with norm         and        . Let two self mappings   and   of   be 

defined as: 

      

        

Then   and   are                    mappings to R    . But   and   are not 

              .  

Example 1.13: Let         with Euclidean metric and define  

   
 

   
 

   
 

 
 

For    . But for any     

    
 

   
 

 

    
     

 Example 1.14: Let      with norm         and        . Let two self mappings   and   of   be 

defined as  

        

         

Then   is   and             and              with          and  
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Moreover for all     and R    ,          We have  

           
 

 
                 

Therefore  two self mappings   and   are                       mappings , but are not 

            

Example 1.15: Let        with norm                       . And define   and   by 

                 

               

Then two self mappings   and   are                       on                    

, but are not          .  

2. main result 

The following is the definition of uniformly                        mappings in the subset of 

normed space. 

Definition 2.1:  If   is               subset of normed space with q   F(T), then   and   are said to 

be                                  on         if there exists a real number     such that 

                              for all     and     where 

 

                                            

   
                                                                           

                         . 

Now present definition of uniformly                       mappings in Hausdorff locally convex 

space. 

Definition 2.2: Let   is   and             and              with q      . Two self mappings   

and   are said to be uniformly                       on       if there exists a real number 

    such that for all          and all     we have;  

     
                     

       

  where, 

    
                                           

                                                                    

                  .  

Lemma 2.3: Let   be a nonempty ,  –         and  –        of a Hausdorff locally convex space    

(X, τ). Let          be self mappings and                   and, suppose there exists 

        such that : 
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For all       and          . Further if T is continuous and              is τ–sequentially 

completely . T and I are R-weakly commuting on      . Then F(I) F(T) is singleton. 

Proof: Let        . Since                  , we define a sequence      in       as 

          for each     . Then     

                           

                                                
 

 
              

                

                                                
 

 
            

                  

                                  
 

 
              

                                  
 

 
                              

                

 For all n . This implies that        is Cauchy sequence in      . So       is a Cauchy sequence in 

      and since           is   complete,          and consequently      . Since T, I 

are                    on        ,                             

Which implies         as    . 

Since  

                                                              

                                                  
 

 
                                           

 Taking the limited as    , We get 

                                             

                                                          
 

 
                                   

         Thus 

Suppose    . Since         are R-weakly commuting on        , it follow that  
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 A contradiction . Since             and         ⊂         , there exists         

such that       . Now we shall show that      , and  

                                                         

  
 

 
                                                                            

we have,       Now, as 

                                               
 

 
                          

Therefore, 

                                             

  
 

 
                             

So, 

                 .                                                        

          .Since   Hence  

                        

We have ,          

       . Therefore, 

   Theorem 2.4: Let   and   be continuous self mappings of a nonempty, τ–bounded, τ–closed, 

 –                complete and              subset   of a Hausdorff locally convex space (X, τ) . 

Suppose   is      -nonexpansive and affine with respect to        and        and           

         if     are uniformly                       and   is                and there 

exists a sequence {    of real numbers with      and            such that   is uniformly 

asymptotically regular satisfying  

     
       

                                                   
 

 
                 

                    

For all                     and    . 

Then   and   have a common fixed point provided any one of the following condition hold: 

                is τ–sequentially compact ; 
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 2)   is weakly compact and        is            in 0. 

Proof: For each      , define    on   by       
           , for all    . Where    

  

  
 

and {    is a sequence of real numbers with        such that            and{     is defined as 

above.  Let    is a self mappings on   such that                   , from uniformly   

                     of   and   on       , since   is affine with respect to   , it follow that; 

                     
                      

            
          

For all        , which it implies    and   are                          .Hence by lemma 2.3 

,there exists {    such that            . Hence    
                  . Also , 

                                                                                    

=       
                  

                                                                             

Since          is τ–bounded as      and                as    . Therefore 

                           
                

            

                                           
                  

           

                                          
             

                                    
                          

              

                          
 

 
                     

           

                                        
                   

         

                                        
                    

          

Since   is continuous and affine with respect to  , and   is uniformly asymptotic regular , it follow that 

              as    .  

Since             is τ- compact, there exist a subsequence      of       such that        (1) as 

   .    is continuous , it follow that 

         

Moreover ,                   implies         for some z   .  

                                                    
 

 
                         

                          , therefore 
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      , As m ∞. Hence ,            .Now  

                                    

Which implies Ty      . 

(2) Since   is weakly compact, there exist a subsequence       of       converging weakly to some 

y   .But I is affine and continuous in weakly  topology in Hausdorff Spaces, it follow that      . 

Now the            of        at 0 guarantees that        =0 . Hence       . Now we shall 

show that Ty=y. Since 

                                                     

                                                         
               

                      

  
 

 
    

                   
                      

Let      we have,                                          

                            
                    

 

 
                           . 

A contradiction, hence Ty=y which implies           
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